SEMESTER –III

Unit – I
PROSE
2. Alexis C. Madrigal: Why People Really Love Technology: An Interview with Genevieve Bell

Unit – II
POETRY
1. Gabriel Okara: Once upon a Time
2. Seamus Heaney: Digging

Unit – III
SHORT STORY
1. Jhumpa Lahiri: The Interpreter of Maladies
2. Shashi Deshpande: The Beloved Charioteer

Unit – IV
ONE ACT PLAY

Unit – V
LANGUAGE ACTIVITY
1. Classroom and Laboratory Activities
   i. JAM Sessions
   ii. Note Taking
   iii. Reporting for the Media
   iv. Expansion of an idea
2. Classroom Activity
   i. Transformation of sentences (Simple-Complex-Compound Sentences)
   ii. Note Making
   iii. Report Writing
   iv. Writing for the Media

*Note:* In classroom instruction it may be ensured that the theoretical and practical components of CSS-II complement the language activity in this semester.